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+16369225300 - http://chinaking94.com/

A comprehensive menu of China King from St. Peters covering all 15 menus and drinks can be found here on the
card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What User likes about China King:
one of my favorite Chinese restaurants! eating is always warm, quick made, deliveries in the run of the years has

been punctual and never disappointed! when I'm in there and have eaten there, they are always so nice and
accommodating. I hope this restaurant stays as long as possible. read more. The diner and its rooms are

wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about
China King:

high hopes are always disappointed in looking for better Chinese. small and odd aromatized wonton soup normal
sommes in dark brown broth nothing special. chicken with brokkoli came with no brown sauce so was missing in
taste. a tonne boar beside the chicken overall taste smoked!? the portion was small, perhaps this is the new post

covid norm.? chicago has made bliss cookies. not as good as new york lucky cookies. sta... read more. In the
kitchen of China King in St. Peters, traditional dishes are prepared with original Asian spices scrumptious,

Many visitors are particularly looking forward to the versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine. The Asian fusion cuisine is
also an important part of China King. Anyone who finds the everyday and generally known menus too boring can

here approach with a willingness to experiment and try some unexpected combination of ingredients enjoy.
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Appet�er�
FRIED SHRIMP

Mai� course�
CRAB

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

Appet�er
CRAB RANGOON

Hous� specialtie�
PORK FRIED RICE

Frie� ric�
SHRIMP FRIED RICE

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Frie� Ric� & Noodle�
LO MEIN

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

TRAVEL

BROCCOLI

BEEF

PORK MEAT

JUMBO SHRIMP
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 10:30-21:30
Wednesday 10:30-21:30
Thursday 10:30-21:30
Friday 10:30-22:00
Saturday 10:30-22:00
Sunday 11:30-21:30
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